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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This manual is intended to be used as a working guide for 
those not familiar with analogue synthesizers, so that they can 
begin to experiment with Buchla without fear of damaging it, and 
with some idea of what they are doing. Having grasped the basics 
herein provided, the user should be able to refer to Daniel 
Scheidt's Buchla manual, which details the specific functions and 
operation of all Buchla's modules. 

In Section 1, there is a brief history of analogue 
synthesizers, with special emphasis on the history of Buchla; a 
sample of the professionals who have used analogue synthesizers 
in their music; and a brief overview of UVic'c own Buchla. 

In Section 2, the necessary fundamentals of Buchla use are 
explained. 

In Section 3, a series of tutorials will aquaint the user with a 
few of Buchla's more basic capabilities. 

Section 4 deals with the use of the PAiA MIDI to Control 
Voltage converter. 

Section 5 is a glossary of important terms, and a copy of 
Daniel Schiedt's manual. 

1.2 ORIGINS OF ANALOGUE SYNTHESIS 

The first analogue synthesizers took shape in the early 
1960's. Donald Buchla, and Robert Moog, working at 
approximately the same time, independently began to build the 
crude ancestors of the eventual modular synthesizers of the late 
1960's. Moog did not actually refer to his contraptions as 
synthesizers until 1967. This coincided with the growth in 
commercial popularity of modular analogue synths. 

Previous to this more widespread interest, Moog and 
Buchla's electronic music boxes were known only to afficianados of · 
electronic music, such as geeks and contemporary composers. 
One such composer was Morton Subotnick, who, together with 
Ramon Sender, both of whom were working at the San Francisco 
Tape Music Center at the time, came up in 1963 with the idea for 



an optically controlled synthesizer. Donald Buchla designed and 
built it. Deciding that this first machine, which produced a tone of 
varying complexity according to how the operator shaped his hand 
in front of an optical sensor, was the wrong way to go about 
building an electronic instrument, Buchla decided instead to devise 
a voltage-controlled modular system (Moog had decided on a 
similar approach at about this time). 

Buchla's design included a touch-sensitive keyboard (similar 
to the keyboard on UVic's Buchla), and an analogue sequencer. 
Through a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, he was able to 
build it, and brought it to the SFTMC in early 1965'. 'In 1'966, after 
further refinement of his ideas, he formed a company, Buchla and 
Associates, and began to market his machines. Over the course of 
the 1970's, they became more complex, often incorporating digital 
technology, in the form of digital tuning, and programmable digital 
sequencers. Digital synthesizers eventually overtook the analogue 
machines in popularity, due in no small part to their reduced size 
and increased reliability. Nonetheless, the Buchla analogue 
synthesizer is still a formidable tool for sound production and 
manipulation. 

1.3 SUGGESTED LISTENING 

The following are composers, artists and musical groups 
who have used analogue synthesizers to notable effect. Of special 
note is Morton Subotnick, given his involvement with the very 
beginnings of Don Buchla's work with analogue synthesis. 

-Emerson, Lake and Palmer -Stevie Woncier 
-Blood, Sweat and Tears -Pink Floyd 
-Jan Hammer -Herbie Hancock 
-John Mclaughlin -Chick Corea 
-lseo Tomita -Morton Subotnick 

1.3 BUCHLA AT UVIC 

The Series 200 Buchla synthesizer owned by the University 
of Victoria music school was built in 1978. It was intended to 
compliment the New England Digital Synthesizer, as a signal 
processor. As such, it has only four oscillators, and a number of 
signal processing modules. The Series 200 Buchlas were designed 
to interface with a special computer designed by Don Buchla, 
which this school does not have. Recently, however, the electrC?nic 



music department purchased a MIDI to Control Voltage converter 
manufactured by PAiA. This device allows the user to program up 
to 8 individual control voltages using MIDI. 



2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is intended to provide you with a basic working 
knowledge of Buchla, so that you can further your understanding of 
modular analogue synthesis. At first glance, Buchla may seem 
complex and bewildering, but once you understand the way in 
which Buchla is organized, it will not take you long to aquire a solid 
grasp of its possibilities. 

2.2 POWER SWITCH, WARNINGS 

The power switch is on the back of Buchla, on the lower left
hand side as you face the front. It would be worthwhile to go 
around to the back the first time you turn it on. It is a small silver 
lever-switch, up is 'on', down is 'off. Be careful not to disturb any 
of the nearby wires when turning Buchla on. 

If you heed the following warnings, you will not have to 
worry about damaging Buchla during your sonic adventures. 

1. Buchla is designed to be portable. The upright half of the 
console folds down for transport and is not locked in place. 
Considering this, be careful not to fold the top down abruptly, or by 
accident. 

2. All pots (potentiometers, or knobs), switches and sliders 
should be treated gently, and patch cords must be unplugged by 
holding the plug, not the cord. 

3. The keyboard is mounted on a floating bracket, and as 
such is delicate. Do not lean on it, or place objects on it. 

4. Always connect outputs to inputs. Outputs to outputs 
or inputs to inputs can cause Buchla harm. Identifying which is 
which is covered later this chaper. 

5. Do not attempt to force banana plugs into signal (metal
rimmed) jacks. If a plug does not seem to want to go into a 
particular jack, it probably isn't supposed to. 

6. Lastly, there are four switches on Buchla labelled "control 
source." They should all be set to local, or confusion will ensue. 



2.3 BUCHLA IS A MODULAR SYNTHESIZER 

Buchla is made up of individual units, or modules, each of 
which is capable of performing certain functions. You may have 
noticed that the surface of Buchla is divided into individual 
rectangular metal plates. Each of these plates houses one of 
Buchla's modules. At the top of each module you will find the 
module's name, which describes the function of the module. (See if 
you can find the 'Programmable Spectral Processor.') 

The key to using Buchla, and the reason that it is so exciting 
in its variety of possibilities, is that none of the modules are 
connected unless you connect them. For the modules to be of any 
use, they must be connected to each other, according to their 
function. 

2.4 ANALOGUE SYNTHESIS 

In order to fully understand how Buchla works, it is 
necessary at this point to have an understanding of how analogue 
synthesis is possible. It can be simply explained in terms of 
voltage medium. All sound production and manipulation within 
Buchla takes place in this voltage medium. The idea behind this is 
that sound itself is changes in intensity in a medium, which we 
percieve as sound. We only hear sound in the air medium, and in 
water, but the actual characteristic of sound that makes it what it is, 
vibration, can be translated into media besides what we are 
familiar with. This is what a microphone does; with a very sensitive 
diaphragm, it converts changes in air pressure to changes in 
voltage intensity. Speakers do the reverse. So it makes a certain 
amount of sense to suppose that it should be possible to create 
vibrations in the voltage medium, and then transduce them into the 
air medium to see what they sound like. This is what Buchla does. 

2.5 SIGNAL VS. CONTROL VOLTAGE 

The actual electrical vibrations that you hear frorn the 
speaker are called signal voltages by Buchla, and are carried by 
a particular kind of patch cord, called a signal patch. Buchla also 
uses a second kind of voltage, which is entirely separate from 
signal voltage, and with which cannot be interchanged (the 
exception to this is the signal to control voltage conversion 
module). This second voltage system is used to control the 
variables of the modules that produce and process signal voltages, 
and is thus called control voltage. 



2.6 SIGNAL PATCHES AND CONTROL PATCHES 

Signal patchcords have mini-phono (1/8") plugs, and use 
the metal jacks. Inputs and outputs are marked on the module. 

Control patchcords have plastic banana plugs and use the 
plastic banana jacks. The jacks are colour-coded as follows: 

1. Black jacks are inputs (with the exception of the outputs of 
the DUAL VOLTAGE PROCESSOR module, and the joystick.) 

2. Blue or purple jacks are outputs. T~6\dif=te'r-Bil'ee 
b~r\.b1'uef'O(\pOiqd·l-e.. D __. 

ru"R\f>L't ::: f17£~u>~"...:e 

3. Red jacks are for pulses are are labelled as inputs or 
outputs. 

Note: banana plugs can be stacked on each other, allowing 
one output to supply multiple inputs-do not send more than one 
output to one input. 

Banana plugs 



Signal plugs 

Example of appropriate plugs in jacks 



Example of banana jacks 
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2. 7 POTENTIOMETERS 

"Potentiometer," or "pot", for short, is the name given to the 
knobs on Buchla that change variables in the module's function. 
Some pots control amplitude (sound volume}, while others control 
which frequencies are attenuated (decreased) from a sound. For 
instance, on the portion of Buchla which lies flat on the table, you 
will find four large knobs, all in a row. Each of these knobs is a 
potentiometer, and each controls the main pitch of a separate 
oscillator. 

Many of the pots have control voltage inputs associated with 
them; these inputs allow you to use a control voltage (from a 



source of your choice; perhaps an oscillator, or even the keyboard) 
to affect whateve(the associated pot normally does. This is · 
basically a way of automating the movement of pots, so you don't 
have to do it by hand. In all cases, the control voltage is added to 
whatever the pot normally used to control is set at. For example, if 
you were to connect the control voltage output of the keyboard to 
the control voltage imput of one of the oscillators, you would find 
that the keyboard would start its lowest note from wherever you set 
the main frequency pot on the oscillator, and go up from there. 

You will also find pots with a plus and a minus symbol above 
them, on either side of a line. These pots are called inverse 
attenuator pots, and they determine the effect that that control 
voltage inputted through them will have on the parameter of the 
module they are related to. For example, the dual voltage
controlled filters each have a pot for bandwidth and center 
frequency. They also have black CV (control voltage) inputs with 
pots below them with the +/- designation. With the pot set in the 
middle, between + and -, the CV inputs will have no effect. But the 
more you turn the pot towards the positive, the more the CV input 
will be added to the setting of the main control pof on the module, ·, 
and the more you turn the pot towards the negative, the more the 
CV input will be subtracted from the setting on the main control pot. 

Sliders (such as those found on the Programmable Spectral 
Processor) work in the same way as faders on a mixing board. 

The little red lights (leds) found on some of the modules are 
voltage intensity indicators. 

2.8 LINEAR SOUND PATH 

Now that you have an understanding of the fundamental 
elements of Buchla, you will want to make the acquaintance of one 
more idea before you dive into your sonic adventures. 

As you begin to explore Buchla's possibilities, keep in mind 
the concept of a linear sound path. This means that all sounds 
start at some point in Buchla, travel through whatever route you " 
have made with patch cords, and exit at one of the four main outs. 

The idea of a linear sound path is helpful because it 
encourages you to be conscious of the steps that your patch (in 
this sense referring to your total system of patchcorcs) involves, 

and allows you to begin to hear how modules and combinations of 
modules sound. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the course of this chapter you will be introduced to 
various basic capabilities of Buchta, such as the oscillators, the 
quadraphonic panning, and voltage-controlled filters. (Note: for the 
sake of convenience, "up" on the console )s away from you, "down" 
is towards you.) 

3.2 USING AN OSCILLATOR 

To begin, you need to take one of the longer signal patches, 
and connect the signal out (called "Principal Oscillator Output" on 
the module) of one of the oscillators to the input of one of the four 
main outs. 

The oscillators are found on the flat-laying part of Buchla's 
console, on the further side of the keyboard from you as you stand 
facing Buchla. Their signal outs are at the top of each of the 
modules, at the edge of where Buchla's two halves (upright and 
flat) meet. 

There are two volume controls you need to be aware of 
when using Buchla. Each of the four main outs has its own voume 
pot, and there is a main volume pot for all channels, called 
Program Level, to the right of the main outs. If the main out 
channel volume is at about '3' or '4', and the master 'program' 
volume is also at '3' or '4', you should hear a sound from the 
oscillator. If the frequency of the oscillator is set very low, you may 
not hear it until you change it to a higher range. You can do this by 
rotating the main frequency pot, identifiable as the largest pot, in 
the center of the oscillator module. You will note that there are four 
of these oscillator modules, and you may have noticed that the 
oscillators are paired in groups of two. The two pairs are identical. 
In each pair, the oscillators are pre-wired together so that, by 
activating the appropriate switch, the left oscillator of the pair will 
affect the right. This function is controlled by the row of switches . 
and potentiometer that separate the paired oscillators. Each of the 
switches activates a particular form of modulation, and the pot 
immediately below the swtiches decides the degree to which the 
left oscillator will affect the right. 



Oscillator 

3.3 QUADRAPHONIC PANNING 

Buchla is capable of quadraphonic sound (like stereo
phonic, only with double the channels, all of which are ind&pendent 
of each other) , and can be made to pan sounds from one speaker 
to another quite easily. Where a sound is panned to is controlled 
at the main out. 

You can either use the pan pot to manually move the sound 
from speaker to speaker, or you can voltage control it To activate 
this option, turn the pan pot on the cl)~nel that your oscillator is 
going through as far counter cf8~~w}s'e'as it will go (gently!). Now, 
any control voltage you patch into the x and y inputs of the main 
out will pan the sound to the appropriate speaker. You can tell by 
the LEOs which speaker the sound is going to. 

Perhaps the most intuitive means of voltage-controlling pan 
is with the joystick, which is part of the keyboard module. Using 
longer control patches, plug two of the outputs from the joystick 
into the x and y inputs in the main out channel that you have 
chosen. You should now be able to control which speaker your 
sound goes to by moving the joystick. 



3.4 VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED FILTER 

Now that you have made a sound and learned how to pan it 
quadraphonically, you will want to explore the wonderful world of 
filters. We will start with the Dual Voltage Controlled filter, which is 
found on the right hand side of the upright console. Grab an extra 
signal patch and move the main out end of your first patch cord to 
the input of the filter, and use the second patch to connect the out 
of the filter to a main out. Try playing with the filter pots. The 
inverse attenuator pots connected by blue lines to. banana plugs 
will not affect the sound unless they are receiving a control voltage. 



4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The PAiA midi2cv8 makes the use of MIDI as a control 
language for Buchla possible. With the use of software such as 
Max, it is possible to create commands of considerable complexity, 
and program up to 8 different control voltages. This chapter deals 

with using the PAiA on a basic level, and ignores alternate PAiA 
modes. 

4.2 MIDI 

Basically, MIDI is a control language that allows one 
electronic instrument (such as a keyboard) to tell another 
electronic instrument (such as a sampler) when to play a note, how 
loud it should be, from what bank of pre-recorded sounds it should 
be chosen, etc. In this context, the PAiA converts the full MIDI 
range (0-127) into a conventional control voltage range (0-1 OV). 
(The joystick outputs on Buchla also produce a 0-10V range.) 

4.3 MAX 

Max is a useful program for manipulating and producing 
MIDI numbers, and as such is well-suited to the task of providing 
Buchla with structured commands. Currently, Max is being run on 
an older Macintosh computer which you will find close to Buchla. 

Max is somewhat like Buchla, in that there are virtual 
'modules' called objects, which have specific functions to do with·· 
processing numbers, much the same way that Buchla's modules 
process voltages. As well, it is up to you to connect Max's objects 
together, 'outs' to 'ins', in order to build patch systems. 

4.4 USING THE PAiA 

To begin, you will want the PAiA sitting on or close to 
Buchla. Check that the PAiA's power supply is plugged in (the wall 
socket to the left of the Buchla table is closest), then check that 
there is a black MIDI cable going from the Macintosh computer to 
the PAiA. There should also be a special patch cord plugged into 
channel1 of the PAiA. From the end plugged into the PAiA, the 
cord should split into two, a red and a yellow wire. The yellow 
wire is a ground connection, and should be plugged into Buchla 
somewhere where it will not get in the way. If this yellow ground 
wire is not plugged into Buchla, the PAiA will not work. The 
red wire can go into whatever control voltage input you wish. 

To start, try plugging it into the keyboard input of one of the 
oscillators. Then use a signal patch to connect the output of your 



chosen oscillator to one of the main outs. Now you are ready to 
turn on the computer. (The power switch is on the back, on the 
left-hand side). Once the computer has booted up, double-click 
"on" on the icon on the right of the screen which says "Max 2"01". 
Eventually, a window will appear and list some words. Once this is 
done, go to the file menu and select open .... 

Open the file named "PAIA''. A window will then appear with 
five Max objects in it, patched together. Two of these objects will 
be long vertical sliders. Set the left one on zero and the right one 
on anything above 30, and turn the PAiA unit on. At this oint, 
moving the left slider up and down should cause. y,our oscillator to 
change its pitch. 

Now, whatever number from 0-127 that you patch into the 
left-most input on the noteout object will be converted into control 
voltage by the P AiA. 

Thus, you don't have to use only the sliders; there are 
dozens of objects in Max that will produce numbers recognizable to 
the PAiA unit. How you decide to do this is up to your familiarity 
with Max. 

One further note: in order to get more than one independent 
control voltage from the PAiA, you must send it a "program #0" 
command. This is accomplished by sending a number zero 
through the leftmost out put of a "pgmout 1" object. For an 
example, open the Max file named "fourpaia". In the top righthand 
side of the screen, you will see a number box containing a zero 
connected to a "pgmout" object. By clicking on the zero, the 
command is sent, -the PAiA is set to multiple mode; -and the· , 
control voltage channels are made independent. (When not in 
multimode, the PAiA CV channels are not independent of each 
other.) 

PAiA in basic hookup 
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OVERVIEW 

This ma~uul is designed to serve as a basic user's guide for 
the Buchla analog synthesizer in the U.VIC. electronic music 
studio. It is presented as an instruction manual complete 
with diagrams for the first-time user. For regular users it 
is sectionalizec to facilitate use as a reference text. It 
assumes a basic understanding o£ synthesis techniques and 
terms, and tends to focus on special features of the Buchla. 

The first chapter covers basic features of the instru
ment. It answers such fundamental guestions as, 11 \vhere is 
the power switch?". The next four chapters cover each mo
dule of the synthesizer in detail under the headings; Signal 
Generators, Control Voltage Generators, Signal Processors, 
and Control Voltage Processors • 

• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The pri~ary role of the Bucbla in the studio is that of a 
~1g!E!.1 .2£Q£g§§Q£• It is in tended to complement the lL2!i 
ENGL~ND DIGIT~L SYNTHESIZER which is, of course, only capa
ble of generating signals and control voltages. Therefore 
t~e Buchla has been eguipped with only four oscillators but 
numerous signal processing devices. 

Another feature of this svnthesizer is its suitability 
for live 2crformance. Its tv~ mixers allow for a number of 
simultaneous patches and its many LED~s are very useful in 
kfceping track of what is ·;oing on. The "keyboard" has a 
number of featuras which make it capable of subtle nuance 
not usually associated with keyboard instruments. 

The Buchla is also well equi~ped for ~nterfacinQ with 
live instruments. It has tva mlcrophone lnputs ana three 
envelope followers capable of extracting pulses and control 
voltages from a live signal. The PROGRA~MABLE SPECTRAL 
PROCESSOR is also capable of analyzing signals and has a 
number of possible outputs • • 

Part of the Buchla's flexibility comes from the fact that 
the synthesizer is broken up into separate modules with very 
little "pre-patching" done for you. Also almost every aspect 
of the instrument can he voltage controlled (there are 80 
control voltage inputs). But don't be confused by the large 
number of jacks, switches, and pots. Everything is ~learly 
(if not elaborately) labeled and things soon start to make 
sense if you pay attention to and become familiar with these 
labels. ;~hile the modular nature of this synthesizer mai\.es 
possible a myriad of different configurations, by studying 
each moJule individually and understanding clearly its own 
functions, it !:ecomes easy to eonstruct complicated patches 
aul still be in control of the sounds beinq- produced. Part 
of the key to this is being aware of the path the signal is 
takinJ and 'llhat is affecting it alon9 the 'Way~ Block dia
grams and flowcharts are very useful for visualizing this 
sort of thing. 

- 1 -



2. BASIC FEATURES 

The following cha2ter describes some basic features of the 
synthesizer which dre essential to its o~eration. It covArs 
hew to turn it on, the use of patchcords, and how to get a 
signal out to the studio so you can start listening right 
a 1-:a y. 

First, a couple of points about the physical constructioi 
of the instrument. The Euchla is designed to be portable, 
and to facilitate this the upright section folds down over 
the bdse. It is not locked in place and will fold forward 
if you just pull (or accidentally lean) on it. Even though 
the Buchla is fairly sturdy in its construction, pots, sJi
ders, and switctes should be gripped lightly and moved gent
ly. Patchcords must be inserted and removed holding the 
plastic base of the plug, NOT by pulling on the cord. Last
ly, the keyboard is mounted on a "floating" bracket (see how 
it moves?) and is very delicate.. Be careful not to lean el
bows on it while working elsewhere on the machine. 

The Buchla synthesizer makes a complete distinction between 
signals and control voltages. They are two separate elec
trical systems and cannot be mixed or interchanged. Each 
even has its own type of patchcords and jacks. 

2. 1. 1 

All signals are AC voltages and are associated with m~ni
phone-plug jacks and patchcords. These are the grey patch
cords and metal mounted jacks. All signal input and output 
is through these jacks and they are all clearly labeled as 
to ~hich are inputs and which are out~uts. Care should be 
taken NOT to plug inputs into inputs or outputs into outputs 
Lecause it lea~s to unpredictable results (ie. the synthes
izer may blowup). 

- 2 -



2 .. 1. 2 

Control voltages, on the other hand, are all DC voltages and 
use the coloured banana-plug patchcords and jacks~ The 
jacks are colour coded as follows: 

1. ~!~~~ j~£t§ are inputs (~ith the exception of the 
outputs of the VOL?AGE PROCESSORS). 

2. ~!~Q Q£ LQ£Elg j~~k§ are outputs. There is no differ
ence betweeu blue or purple. 

3. ~~i i~£~§ are for pulses and are labeled as inputs or 
outputs. 

Again, in2uts cannot be connected to inputs and outputs can
not be connected to outputs. The banana cords can be 
stacked together allowing distribution of one output to a 
number of Lnputs, but a number of outputs £~Dll21 be connect
ed to one input. 

It is important tp realize, with all control voltage in
puts, that the pot associated with whatever is being voltage 
controlled is still functional. The voltage indicated by 
the setting of the pot is always being added to whatever 
contrul voltage is present. 

The power switch is located on the back of the synthesizer 
iL the lower left-hand corner. ~t is an unlabeled silver 
s ~-itch ( u p i s " on 11 , d o w n is "off " ) 4 l3 es t to go a r o u n d and 
havP a look for it the first time. When reaching around 
from the front be careful not to disrupt any of the wires 
connected near there. 

2.3 OUTPUT -----

No~ that you ~Low where the power switch is you probably 
want to know how to get a signal out of the Buchla. Rather 
t~an covering the final output stages of the synthesizer 
now, (it woulJ be rather boring with nothing to put through 
them) here is a -:J:Uick way to get a signal out to the jacks 
laveled 11 Buchla Outputs" on the patchbay. 

The auchla has four output channels. These are most ea-
sily accessed through the jacks, labeled INPUTS NORMALED TO, 

- 3 -



locdted just below the eight blue sliders in the middle of 
the top panel. These jacks form two sets of inputs to the 
four output amplifier channels. (IrJnore thP 11 NORHALZD TO" 
part for now.) The blue sliders are attenuators for each 
input and the red knob to the right of these, labeled 
PFOGR.'1i1 LEVEL, is the master output leve.l control. In order 
for the meters to function properly the eight switches in 
t~e to2 right-hand corner, labeled MONITOR SELECT, should 
all be in the Jown position. 

The Buchla 200 series synthesizer is designed to be inter
faced with a special computer designed by Buchla. Since 
U.Vic. does not have one of these computers there are a few 
things on the syn th es izer wl1 ich ha VG no function at this 
time. There are 4 switches in various locations labeled 
CONTROL with three positions; REMOTE, BOTH, and LOCAL. 
These must be kept in the lowest, or LOCAL, position {the 
LED beside each of them should be off). Otherwise the no
nexistent computer will attempt to take control and nothing 
will happen. The ~wo switches labeled AUTO~TUNE do not 
function and can be ignored. Lastly, the three rows of 
jacks in the recessed bands across the synthesizer have no 
function without computer control and can also be ignored. 
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3. SIGNAL GENERATORS 

Tte Duchla has four oscillators arranged in t~o identical 
palrs. Each pair forms a module labeled PROGRAMMABLE 
CCMPLEX WAVEFORM GEN~EATOH and they are located just above 
tf.e keyboard. Each module contains a PRDlCIPAL OSC, with 
various wavesharing controls, and a MODULATION osc. which 
has some pre-iJatched corrnections to the PRINCIPAL OSC •• 
Both have signal outputs and control voltage inputs, and the 
HCDHLA'.l'ION osc. has a control voltage output as well. It is 
important to realize that both these oscillators can be used 
completely independently of one another. They can both pro
duce audio and sub-audio frequencies and their roles as 
"?RI NCI PAL 11 or 11 1'IODtJLAT ION" oscillators are set up as a con
venience and not as a requirement • 

• 

3.1.1.1 Outputs 

The PRINCIPAL osc. occupies the right-hand half of each mo
dule. It has four signal outputs across the top. The sin~ 
and s;uare wave outputs are unaffected by any of the wavesh
a~ing controls or inputs from the MODULATION OSC. except 
pitch modulation. The two FINAL outputs are identical vari
ar~le waveshape outputs and represent all control voltages 
i~fluencing the oscillator. 

3.1.1.2 Phase lock 

The PHASE LOCK jack, just belO\'i' the signal outputs, is an 
i~put with atte&uator pot which phase locks the frequency of 
this oscillator with the frequency of the input signal~ If 
the fre~uency of the input signal is close to or lower than 
ttat of the oscillator it will cause the oscillator to 
11 lock. 11 onto the frequency of the input signaL If the input 
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has a higher frequency the oscillator will "lock." onto tlle 
nearest §~h=h~£n2Qif of the in~ut freguency. This can be 
used to elL:~ina te "beating" beh1een two cscilla tors tuned in 
unison, octaves or harmonics. 

3.1.1.3 Frequency control 

B"'neath the ?EASE LOCK iLput and functionless AUTOTUNZ 
s~itch are the coarse and fine tuning fre~uency control 
pots. The scale on the coarse tuning knob indicates fre
::i.uency ln Eertz and mar1:s off octaves starting from 11 A11 =27.5 
Hz. (the lowest 11 A11 on the piano). hs indicated by its ca
libration the coarse tuning pot gives the oscillator a range 
of about eight octaves but this can be greatly extended with 
a control voltage. The fine tuning pot has a range of about 
a fifth. The two LED's beside the pitch control pot on each 
oscillator are meant for use with the computer and, despite 
tte fact that they occasionally turn on and of£, they indi
catP nothin9. 

3.1.1.4 Pitch modulation 

Both the PRINCIPAL and HODDLATION oscillators have the same 
three frequency modulation inputs. These are the jacks just 
beneath the tuning pots. The jack with attenuator pot on 
tLe left accepts an AC signal for freguency modulation. 
This is one of the few places on the synthesizer where a 
si•Jnal car! be used as a control vol.tage. The balmna-jac:~ in 
the centre has a. special attenuator which J:n_y_g.!;::!;;§ the input 
signal if it is turned to the left {-) side. This pot 1 and 
othPrs like it elsewhere on the machine 1 are extremely sen
sitive and Jive a very wide range o£ voltal}e control. The 
jac~ on the rignt, labeled KEYBOARD has a fixed sensitivity 
of 2.4 volts per octave which is the same as the output of 
tr_e keyboard. In otherwords, if you want the keyboard to 
play recognizaole intervals, this is the jack to use. 

~aveshape controls 

Along the right-hand side of the PRINCIPAL osc. are some 
fairly elaborate waveshaping controls. These are split into 
two sections labeled HARMONICS and TIMBRE. It is worth not
ing that these controls are labeled according to the audible 
effect they produce and no1 the changes in waveshape they 
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cau.se. 'l'hese chan'}es are quite ccmt:lex and are best 
observed on an oscilloscope fa~ those who are interested. 
It is 1uite suf£icient just to associate these controls with 
their ~udible effect. 

Tho HARMONICS section consists of two controls, each with 
an unatteiluated control voltage input. The top pot, labeled 
SYHMETJY, determines the mix of odd and even harmonics in 
the final out?ut. The LED indicator will get brighter as 
tLe odd harmonics get strongeL The ORDER control empha
sizes 0ither low or high harmonics. Its indicator gets 
brighter as more high harmonics are added. This determines 
the relative "brightness11 of the sound. 

The bottom section labeled TIMBRE simply determines the 
strength of the harmonics present in the final output. With 
the TIMBRE pot turned all the way to the left the final out
put is almost a sine wave. As the pot is turned to the 
right the harmonic content, as determined by the SYMMETRY . . 
and ORDER controls, lncreases. The timbre control has a 
control voltage input with an inverting attenuator the same 
as on the pitch modulation input. 

These three waveshape controls have a tremendous' effect 
on the final output signal and should be experimented with 
to discover the wide range of timbres this oscillator can 
produce before any signal processing. 

3.1.2.1 outputs 

The MODULATIO~ OSCILLATOR, on the left side of the oscilla
tor module, also has four outputs across the top much like 
the PRINCIPAL osc.. From left to right: a triangle wave 
output, a control voltage output, and two identical signal 
outputs. The waveshape for all but the triangle wave output 
is selected by th~ three position switch just below the out
puts on the right labeled WAVESHAPE. The waveforms are as 
ir.dicated; sawtooth, SLiUare, or triangle~ (Note: The saw-
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tooth output is actually the reverse of what the label 
stows. It has a short rise time and a long decay.) 

3.1.2.2 Frequency control 

To the left of the ~AVESHAPE switch is a RANGE switch which 
sets the frequency range of this oscillat~r. It has two ~o
sitions, {HIGH and LOH), Hith a difference between them of 
atout six octaves plus a tritone. The AUTOTUNE position, of 
course, has no function. (Cne wonders what sort of melodies 
ADTO-TUNE might play.) 

The coarse and fine tuning pots and the freguency modula
tion inputs are all exactly the same as on the PRINCIPAL 
osc.. The scale on the coarse tuning knob indicates fre
quencies (ir: Ez) for the LOW and HIGH ranges and, in its 
HIGH range, is calibrated the same as the PRINCIPAL OSC •• 
This knob then, gives a range of about eight octaves in each • of its two ranges. With a control voltage the frequency of 
this oscillator can be driven up over 20,000 Hz and down to 
.0003 Hz. (One cycle every two and a half hours.) Be aware 
that the scales on these pots are only a rough guide and 
it's best to use a frequency counter or your ear to do accu
rate tuning. 

3.1.3 

Between each pair of oscillators are the switches and fOts 
which control the 11 pre- patched 11 connections betwee11 the 
MCDUL;TIO~ OSC. and the PRINCIPAL esc.. The switches are 
"on" to the left and "off" to the right. The appropriate 
L~D will light to indicate a connection is ~ade. 

The top switch is a phase lock FRCM the PRINCIPAL esc. 
TO the ~OOULATIGN osc. as the arrow indicates. This is pri
mai:ily intended to be used to prevent 11 bea ting" between the 
t~o oscillators when they are tuned to a unison or in har
monics but can be used for other effects as well. 
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The remaining controls are all from the JODULATION OSC. 
to the PRLJCIP.'\.1 osc.. The second switch do'":l'n is for £ill21i
i~~~ modulatiorr of the PRINCIPAL OSC.. The next switch is 
for 2.ii~£ modulation and the !;ottom switch is for .ti..!!!.Qfg mo
dulation. The modulating signal is an AC signal the wavesh
ape of which is selected by the WAVESHAPE switch. 

The pot labeled 2iOD. INDEX cant rols the degree of mod ula
tiou. One of the advantage of these pre-patched connections 
is that the :10D. IN DE X is volt a9e con troll able (by means of 
the contr-ol voltage input with inverting attenuator pot)~ 
This allows voltage control of the degree of amplitude, 
pitch, oc tiillbre modulation between these two oscillators. 
There are other ways to do this {see DUAL VOLTAGE 
PI\UCESSORS) but the pre-patched connections make it very 
simple. 

All these controls may be used together or in any comDl
nation but the modulation INDEX is the same for all of them 
at any one time. • (Note: Even with a 11 the modulation 
switches "off" 1 if the NODULATION INDEX is turned up high, 
some of the signal from the MODULATION osc. leaks through to 
the PRINCIPAL OSC.. If no modulation is desired the MOD. 
INDEX should be turned down, as well as turning off the mo
dulation switches.) 

The only other signal 3enerator on the Euchla is the NOISE 
SCUHCE. It is located at the top of the SOURCE OF 
U~CERTA~TY module which is just to the right of the oscilla
tors. This ~oise generator consits of tnree different out
puts labeled -3dB 1 FLAT, and +JdB. Each output has two 
identical jacks. The FLAT output is kno1v-n as "pink noise" 
which is ~efined as random frequencies and amplitudes with 
egual energy per octave. Tl1e + 3dB output is a 11 white noise" 
source. White noise has equal energy at any frequency. The 
-3dB output is just a minus 3dB per octave noise source. 
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4. CONTROL VOLTAGE GENERATORS 

The QUAD 7U~CTICN GENERATOR, located on the left-hand side 
of the third panel down, contains four identical envelope 
gen.:>rator.s (A, B,C, and D). Each can generate two o.r three 
s~gment envelopes with voltage controllable attack and decay 
rates. The outputs of these are usual~y patched directly 
into the voltage controlled amplifiers beside them by means 
of the l.Jlac,:_;_ plastic "shorting bar 11 plugs. l~hile these con
nectors are very useful, it is important to realize they can 
be removed anJ the two modules will function completely in
dependently. 

4 .. 1. 1 

• 
In the top left corner of each envelope generator is a pulse 
ill£Q1 allowing external pulses to trigger the envelope. Be
side it is a trigger mode select switch. In its top posi
tion the envelope generator will repeatedly trigger itself 
at the end of each envelope. In the lowest two positions an 
extPrnal pulse is required to trigger the envelope. In the 
middle position the envelope will trigger and complete its 
cycle upon recipt of any pulse voltage~ ~n the bottom posi
tion the ,?n velope will trigger and .I~E!!i:!a ~.t its Q£.~& 1__gygl 
(+10 volts) for the duration of the puls€. The d'ecay cycle 
will only begin when the pulse releases. This is best de
ffiOl!Stra.te.i by using the pulse output .from the keyboard anJ 
expPrimenting with the difference betw€en these two lower 
positions. 

4. 1. 2 

BenPath the pulse input are the control voltage inputs for 
attctck and ·~ecay rates. As the control voltage increas(~S so 
do atta.ck or decay times. The two pots on each generator 
are for man~ally setting attack and decay rates. The scale 
on these pots indicates seconds and 1s more or less accu
ra~P. (Actually the maxi~um attack or decay time without 
voltage control is about 9 seconds.) 

~WT::;: At the time of writing there are a few 11 <Juirks" in 
this moJule. rhe maximum attack and decay times are !l.Q1 the 
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same for all of the envelope generators. Generators 11 A11 and 
11 1 11 seem to establish the 11 r..oL"m" with maximum attack or de
cay times of 9 seconds without voltage control and just over 
4 minutes with a control voltage of +14 volts (maximum out
put of the voltage processor). Envelo~e generator "C" also 
has 9 sec. rates without voltage control but its attack time 
can only be extended up to 1 min. 20 sec.. With a maximum 
setting on the decay pot and a +14 volt control voltage the 
envPlope will not release! It remains at its peak level un
til the control voltage is turned down. Envelope generator 
11 !3 11 is the oddest of the loL Its maximum attack time with
out voltage control is only about 6 seconds but its decay 
time is anout 15 sec.. With a control voltage its attack 
tim~ can only De increased to 21 seconds and, like generator 
11 C11 , its decay cycle won't function under maximum voltage 
controL ?or the most part these differences won't be of 
concern but be aware of them if particularly accurate envel
opes are re1uired. 

4. 1. 3 

Each envelope generator has two outputs on the right. The 
red output generates a pulse at the ~n1 of each envelope. 
The blue output is the envelope control voltage output {0 to 
+10v). The red LED fades on and of£ to indicate the rela
tive level of the output voltage. 

4. 1. 4 

~te yellow LEJ's come on to indicate when two generators are 
1n QUADRATURE mode. Th~ yellow switches 1n the bottom 
left-hand corner of the module ·link two envelope generators 
(r·, and B or c and D) in a. '''J:Uaurature" relationship. This 
means that if the TRIG A switch is 11 on 11 (up) envelope gener
ator "i3" ;.; ill Le triggered, regardless of the position of 
the tri;ger select switch, whenever envelope generator "A" 
reaches the Eg~~ of its cycle. (The end of its attack seg
ment.) The T!.UG 3 switch creates the same situation between 
envelope 9enerators 11 C" and "D". (Granted, this labeling is 
a little confusing.) 
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4 .. 1. 5 

To the right of the QUADRATURE switches, beyond the CONTROL 
svitch, are two control voltage outputs labeled oa•s. These 
outputs represer"t two u1o9ical or 11 circuts which "or" the 
llJl 11 and "8 11 envelope outputs and the 11 C" and "D" envelope 
outputs. This means the top jack represents either the 11 An 
env'~?lope output voltage or the 11 8 11 envelope output voltage 
w!:ichever is g:~gat_g§.~ at any given time.~ Thi~ pot is an at
tenuator on the 11 311 volta'.Je so Hith it turned all the way 
down (to the l~ft) the output will be exactly the sa~e as 
the "All generator output. \Hth it turned all the way up (to 
tr"e ri']ht) the output is as stated .. ~ .. nA'' Q£ "B" .. The bottom 
pot a n d j cl c :-: :? e r f o r :n t he sa me f u n c t ion w i t h the 11 c " an d 11 D 11 

envelope generators. Both the OR outputs and the QUADRATURE 
s~itches can be used to create complex multi-segment envel
opes. 

The TRIPLE ENVELOPE FOLLOWER module, located in the middle 
of the third pa~el, consists of three envelope followers ar
ranged vertically. At the top each has two identical con
trol val tage outputs 1;;hich represent the ~.m£1itugg of the 
input signal. {The higher the amplitude the greater the out
put voltage.) Below these are PULSE OUTPUTS which can be 
set to trigg8r either just at the beginning of each envelope 
or also with each small peak in a~plitude. The LED beside 
each PULSE OUTPUT will flash with each pulse. Beneath the 
SIGNAL INPUTS are the PULSE RESPONSE switches. In the 
SUSTAINED position a pulse will be trig'}ered and remain 11on 11 

whenever tho inFut signal is above a certain amplitude. In 
the TRANSIENT position the PULSE OUTPUT is always a short 
pulse tri]gered by any amplitude peak in the input signal. 

4.2.2 

The DECAY TIM~ pots, labeled in seconds from .1 to 5, are 
used to increase the decay time of tlle control volta:re out-
puts. They also affect the PULSE OUTPUTS by increasing the 
pulse l8ngth when in SUSTAINED mode and ~y preventing re
triggering until the decay time has elapsed when in the 
T?ANSIENT ~ode. In addition to adding decay time to single 
eLvelopes these pots can be used to "smooth out" an irregu
lar envelope as shown below: 
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4.2.3 

The SENSITIVITY pots, at the bottom of this module, deter
min~ just what one might expect; the sensitivity of the en
velope follower to the input signal. They esta~lish what 
input level is required to trigger the PULSE OUTPUTS and 
also 3et the relative control voltage output level. 

3oth the SENSITIVITY and DECAY TIME centrals require pre
cise adjustment and it usually takes some experimenting with 
t~ern in or1er to achieve the desired results. In its 
'!.'T\A i'iS ::LE~;T position, the PULSE RESPONSE switch increases the 
sensitivity of the envelo?e follower ana often needs to be 
compensated for if the PULSE RESPONSE is changed. 

The Buchla has three diEferent 11 random 11 control voltage gen
erators, contained in the SOURCE OF UNCERTAINTY module, lo
cated just to the right of the oscillators. All have inputs 
on the left and outp.uts on the right. The LED beside each 
output indicates the relative strength of that output vol
tage. 

4.3.1 

The FLUCTUATING ilANDOM VOLTAGES module supp~1es two sepa
rate, but similar, central voltages. Each generates a gra-
dually changing random voltage. Both the voltage itself and 
the rate of change are constantly changing but the ''probable 
rate of c:1ange 11 can be set using the pot beside each output. 
The scales on these pots don't have too much meaning be
cause, despite the fact that they are the same, the lower 
output actuallj varies at a considerably faster rate than 
tte to? out2ut even when the pots are at the same setting. 
The 11 prOD<·L)le rate of change" can be voltage controlled 
through the control voltage input beside each pot. 
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4 .. 3.2 

Tte QUANTIZ3D RANDOM VOLTAGES module offers two distinct but 
related outputs. Both ou tpu·ts gen'~ rate 11 stepped" random 
voltages meaning their output changes from one voltage to 
another in Jiscrete steps. Each change must be triggered by 
a pulse presented to the pulse input jack on the right. An 
input pulse will cause ~2!h outputs to change to another 
voltage. (It is possible the next volta:je chosen might be 
the sdme as the last voltage in which case no change would 
be noticed.) 

?he QUA~TIZnTION pot, which is voltage controllable 
throU'::Jh the input. beside it, Jetermines the value of "N 11 in 
each of the short equations beside the outputs. Under vol
tagP control the value of 11 N11 increases .from where the pot 
is set as the control voltage increases. The top output of
fers 11 2 to the Nth" possible voltages (nstab::!sn) for output. 
If the pot is in its lowest position, ( 11 111 ), the output will 
change back and forth between 1!2 different voltages. In 
its highest position ~i~ty i2Q£ different voltages, {between 
0 and +10 volts), can be generated. iith each input pulse . . 
one of these voltages ~s selected, at random, for output. 
T~.e lower output offers 11 N + 1 11 dif.ferent voltages. 

i'he :ns r::nsur:roN graph beside each output indicates the 
"weighting" of the random choice. For the top output there 
is ~gg~1 E£Qbagi1.ii.Y that the next voltage will be any one 
of the possible states. The graph for the lower output in
dicates that there is a gf:g~.!:g£ .E£.2~!!!!.!1ill that tbe next 
volta,je will .be in the .middJog f~!!_gg and less chance that it 
will be a high or low voltage. 

NOTE: There seem to be very small places between each 
different setting of the QUANT:::':ZATIO~~ pot where-tbeoutput 
changes from distinct voltages into garbage. If you are 
getting a static filled "noise-like" signal, when you don't 
ex~ect it, ~his could be the cause. 

4.3.3 

Similar to the CUANTIZED RANDOM VOLTAGES, the STORED RANDO~ 
VCLTAG2S also require a pulse to change voltages but they 
generate cvmp.letely "random" voltages. The DISTRIBUTION 
graphs agiiin indicate ?robability distri.Dution. From the 
to~ out?Ut there is equal probability that the next voltage 
could be anywhere between 0 and +10 volts. The probability 
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distr io uti on of tile bottom ou tt-;ut is determined bi the pot 
and control voltage input. At its LOW setting the output 
will contain ~ostly low voltages and in its HIGH position 
mostly hi1h voltages~ 

The Buchla 1 s K~N2STHETIC INPUT PORT provides a variety of 
useful control voltages in addition to the standard keyboard 
voltages. The keyboard itself is a digital keyboard which 
has its own digital to analog convert~rs in order to gener
ate DC control voltages. Because of this the keyboard must 
be "'.-roken up" each ti:ne the synthesizer is turned on by 
flipping the R=SET switch in the left hand corner of the 
keyboard module. The keyboard outputs will generate garbage 
as the switch is held up but will function properly once re
leased. It is important not to touch any keys while doing 
this because the RESET switch actually establishes the 
11 rwrm" condition of the keyboard and if a key is being 
touched while reseting the keyboard that key will not func
tion when touched later. (This can be useful for creating 
"fool-proof" scales "or arpeggios.) 

The keyboard is designed with computer interfacing in 
mind anJ, as a result, some controls don't function at this 
time. The eignteen square touch sensitive "keys 11 that run 
across the middle of the panel, the two leftmost CURSER 
CONTROL keys on the right-hand side, and the CLOCK uP knob 
und~r the RESET switch all have no function. 

4.4.1 

The~ next .section to the right of the RESET switch contains 
all the ~eyboard activated control voltage sources. From 
left to right t~ese function as follows: 

1. 

2. 

~he nulse output generates a 3 volt pulse whenever a 
key ls touched and continues to output 3 volts for as 
locg as the key is touched. 

The PRESSURE output offers a volt~ge representing 
pressure on the keyboard at any glV·~n time. The 
ranqe of this oUtf!Ut can be adjusted usiny the 
S~NS.LTIVITY pot just below the pulse output. The 
keyboard must be reset after any change in the 
SENSITIVITY setting. 
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3. Below the PRESSUTIE output is the clEND output. This 
provides a voltage corresponding to the side to side 
motion o£ the "floatingn keyboard~ It generates a 
positive voltage as the keyboard is moved to the 
right and a negative voltage as it is moved to the 
left. 

4. The next unlabeled output is the plain keyboard vol
tage. It outputs a voltage corre!::iponding to the last 
key touched. (Based on 2. 4 volts per octave.) 

5. Th~ next output provides, as labGled, the sum of the 
~eyboard voltage plus the BEND voltage. In other 
words its just another keyboard voltage output with 
the added PITCH BEND feature. The d2gree of PITCH 
BEND is set by the pot labeled BEND which is an at
tenuator on the amount o£ BEND voltage mixed in with 
the keyboard voltage. The BEND pot does not affect 
the straight BEND output. 

6. The last output is the same as the previous except it 
includes portamento. The rate of portamento is set 
by the PORTAMENTO pot and is voltage controllable 
through the i~put beside the pot. Think of this pot 
as an attenuator on the degree of portamento with its 
farthest left position being minimum attenuation 
(maximum portamento) and its farthest right position 
being maximum attenuation (no portamento). 

There are four "constant" voltage sources 1 labeled PEESET 
VOLTAGE SOURCE, each with a possible range of 0 to +10 
volts. These are set with the pots below each output. The 
output labeled P2ESET OUT gives the voltage of whichever 
preset is indicated by the LED's. The presets are selected 
by to u c h i :1 <J one of t he s g u a r e 11 keys" , 1 a be 1 e d M 0 D SELECT , in 
the right-hand corner. The top three Hkeys" correspond to 
the first three presets and the farthest right in the second 
row to the ~ourth. 

The KEYBOARD VOLTAGE SHIFT switch allows for uaward tran
spositions of the keyboar'l voltage. Ill the middle position 
the keyboarJ is in its normal range. In the OCTAVE position 
tte keyboard will be transposed up by one or more octaves 
dPpending on which preset is selected with the MOD SELECT 
keys. {The keyboard is transposed up one octave for each 
preset move to the right.) In the PRESET position the key
board is trans2osed up by the setting of whichever preset is 
sel•~cted. 
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4. 4. 3 

'J'h~ 2D VOLTdG2 SOUTICE is a "joystick 11 device which generates 
0 to +10 volt voltages as indicated by the arrows and deter
mirH~cl iJ y the position of the s·ticL If the stick is in the 
lowPr right-hand corner the outputs will be as follo~s: 
(left to right) X to the left= Ov, X to the right= +10v, Y 
up= Ov 1 andY down= +10v.. As the stick is moved up the 
right-han:1 side the 11 X" voltages do not change but the 11 Y 
up" will 9radually increase and the 11 Y down" will gradually 
decrease. 

/ 
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5. SIGNAL PROCESSORS 

As ~entioned previously, the Buchla has four output chan
nels. All access to these is through the top panel on the 
syll t hes izer. .\cross the top are VO meters which indicate 
the output level for each channel. 

5. 1 .. 1 

Below the left-hand meters are four identical input modules 
which offer tone controls, reverb, and voltage controlled 
output channel assignmeLt. Despite the fact that these in
puts are numbered 1 through 4 1 each one can send a signal to 
~ny of the four output channels. 1hese input modules act 
much like a "4 in, 4 out 11 mixer .. 

. . 
At the top of each lnput are BASS and TREBLE tone con-

trols. Be careful of these! They are easy to forget about 
and yet can have considerable effect on the output signal. 
Beneath these, on the right, is a REV"SRB :§gnd .Pot which det
ermines the level of signal from each input being sent to 
the reverb Jenerator.. With this pot turned 11 up" the sigr"al 
is sent to ~ll reverb channels regardless of which output 
the signal is assigned to. This allows the main signal to 
be present in only one or two speakers and still have the 
reverDerated signal in the other speakers. This kind of 
setup can create some reasonably realistic accustic environ
ments. 

Beside the REVERB pot is the ASSIGN control which deter
mines to which output channel (s) the signal will be sent. 
The LED's around this pot indicate the strength of sigLal 
going to each output channel (11 A" through "D" going clock
wise from the lower left-hand corner. Channel assignment 
can be voltage controlled from the two in?uts at the bottom 
of each inj?Ut c},annel. The "Xn input controls panning from 
sicie to si:le (as the voltage increases the signal pans from 
ctannel "A" to nD" and from cha1mel "B" to "C"). The Y in
put controls ?anning from front to rear (as the control vol
tagP increases the signal pans from A to B and from D to C). 

The larJe red knob on each 
tor on the input signal. As 
the blue sliJer attenuators, 

input channel is the attenua
with the inputs controlled by 

the master output level is 
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controlleJ by the pot on the far right labeled PROGRAM 
L::VBL. 

5. 1. 2 

The REVERB ~ETURN pots, just to the left of the PROGRAM 
L~VEL pat, determine the amount of reverb signal present in 
tLe fi:1al out_2uts. The two pots allm1 separate control over 
revprh in the front two channels (B and C) and the rear two 
channels {A and D). Unfortunately, reverberation is one of 
the fevl dSJ:."·ects of this machine which is llQ:t. voltage con
trollai:Jle. 

5. 1. 3 

In the top right-hand corner are controls for monitoring 
Buchla output with ~eadphones. Just above the PROGRAM LEVEL 
pot is the headset output jack which takes a standard stereo 
phone plug. The switch beside it selects for output either 
the "front" tHo channels or the 11 rear" two channels or a mix 
of nll four. The two pots to the left are volume controls 
for right and left sides. The red MONITOR LEVEL pot is the 
master volume control for the headset output~ 

The eight switches labelled ~ONITOR SELECT determine the 
source of the headset signal. With all eight switches in 
the do<~n (off) position the r·JOiHTOR output is the same as 
the ?rogram out:.rut. If one or more switches are in the up 
(on) position then the l'lONITOR signal is only from whichever 

S\oiitches are 11 o~n 11 • The TAPE 1 ar.d TAPE 2 switches present 
to the monitor the signals from the 11 Synthesizer Patchbay 11 

input jacks on the studio patchbay. The REVERB switch se
lects the reverb signal for output to the monitor~ It is 
not affected by the REVERB RETURN pots only by the reverb 
send 2ots on each input channel. The SYS switch has no 
function except to cut off the PROGRAM signal to the head
phones. The four red switches correspond to the four main 
inpnt cl:annels. There are LED's whicl1 light to indicate 
which of these fossible sources are being sent to the moni
tor output. 

The .signals from the "Synthesizer Patchbay" inputs on the 
studio patchbay can be accessed on the synthesizer from the 
jacks labeled TAPE 1 OUTPUTS and TAPE 2 OUTPUTS located be
low the eight blue sliders. The first four inputs ar~ con
nected to T.\PE 1, the last four to TAPE 2. The TAPE outputs 
are normaled to the inputs directly above them which are dt-
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tenuated by tte blue sliders. This means any signal 
pn~sented to tte 11 Synthesizer Patchbay" inputs can be fed 
into th~ 3uchla outputs just by lifting the appropriate sli
der. 

Note: The normaled connections within the synthesizer are 
not reliable aLd it might be best to patch from the TAP2 
outputs into the inputs above them if you need to use this 
setup. 

The jacks labeled AUXILIARY OUTPUTS in the lower right
hand corner have no function in the studio but, with a spe
cidl edge. connector, these can be used as outputs when the 
synthesizer is out of the studio. Below these, the jacks 
labeled ~ULTIPLE CONNECTIONS are two sets of four jacks 
wir~d together to allow splitting of a signal for distribu
tion to more than one place. These should QOt be used for 
mixing two or more signals together. 

5 .. 2 

The Buchla has two identical mixers located in the centre of 
the second panel down. Each has six inputs and two main 
outputs as well as a monitor output. At the bottom of each 
mixer is a microphone input with preamplifier. The micro
phone input jack takes a phone plug. Beside it is a switch 
for sel'.?cting "high 11 or "lovf" impedance according to the mi
crophone to be used. To the right of the I3PEDANCE switch 
are a switch and pot which set the gain of the preamp. The 
switch has three different ranges but most microphone sig
nals n~ed to be boosted the maximum amount. The microphone 
iLput can also be used for a signal from some other source 
such as an electric guitar or electric piano. 

Just above tl-:e preamp are the six signal input jacks {11 A11 

tl-:rouJh "?"). Above these are six yellow r10NITOR switches~ 
Putting any of these switches in the up position sends the 
signal from that input to the MONITOR output on the mixer. 
The six blue switches, 10hen up, send the respective sigiial 
to the ruain SIGKAL outputs. The sliders are attanuators on 
the input signals going to the SIGNAL outputs. They have no 
effect on any signal going to the MONITOR output. 

Above the four centre sliders are ASSIG~ME~T pots ~hich 
pan the signal .tetween the "right" ancl "left 11 outputs. The 
input chaunels on either side of each mixer: ("A" and "F 11 ) 

fect t ure voltage cant rolled assign. Without any control vo 1-
tagP channel 11 i\Y is d.ssigned to the left output and channel 
11

,.
11 goes to the right output • .As a control volta9e increas-
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es the signal rans to the other output channel. The two 
L"'2D's below eac!: control voltage input indicate which chan
nel the signal is going to. 

Across t~e top of each mixer, going from right to le£t, 
are two "right 11 channel output jacks, two 11 leftn channel 
outputs, the i·lClETO::t output, and two EXPAN3ION IN jacks. 
These last two jacks are actually a pair of inputs without 
attAnuators, assign control, or access to the MONITOR out
put. The jac~~ o:r.. the ri.ght goes directly to the 11 right 11 

ontput and the left jac}~ goes to the nleft" output.. These 
inputs can be used to link the two mixers L> £orm on<::! 11 12 
in, 2 out" mixeL To do this .simFlY patch the outputs of 
one mixer into the EXPANSION IN inputs of the other. 

~he.Buc~la's four voltage cont~olled a~~lifiers ar~ located 
ln 1:.he QUAD LOP]I.SS GATE module Just ·beslae the enve.lope gen-
erators. The laoeling refers to the fact that these VCA 1 s 
can function as 11 lopass" £ilters, signal "gates" (VCA's), or 
a combination of th~ two. The switches at the bottom o£ 
this module, determine what mode each amplifier/filter is 
in. The four pots running diagonally across the module are 
tte gain controls for each amplifier. They also set the 
filter cutoff fre~uency when in LOPASS mode. 

The signal inputs are across the botto~ of the mOdule and 
the control voltage inputs run up the le£t-hand side. These 
are usually connected directly to the envelope generator 
outputs with a "shorting .oar". Remember that these :Cars are 
removable and it is worthwhile to experiment using control 
voltages from other than the envelope generators. Note that 
tl-:e 11 shorting bar 11 li\.9..:'21 be removed in order: to a,2ply any 
other control voltage to a VCA •. A control voltage cannot be 
pJ.uQged into the right-hand side of a "shorting bar" because 
this would mix two control voltages together. 

Across the to? of this module are the aignal outputs. 
Ttere are two identical outputs for each si]nal input plus 
o~e jack which is a mix of all four VCA outputs. 
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5.4 

m}. 
.L '·~ 

tr.e 
the 
iL'J 
tLe 

Buchla has two voltage controlled filter~ coLtained in 
DUAL VOL~AGE CONTROLLED ?ILTER module to the right of 
mixer. 3oth are variable width bandpass filters featur
voltage controllable bandwidth~ Each has inputs across 
top and two signal output jacks on the right. 

Leftmost is the signal input jac~. Beside it is the 
bandwiJth control voltage input (with inverting att8nuator 
pot bclo~ it). The bandwidth adjust pot is in the lower 
l~ft hand corner. In the centre of each filter is an FM in
j!Ut which allows centre frequency modula lion iv ith an AC sig
nal. Tte pot below it is an attenuator on the amount of FM. 
This in2ut is very similar to the FM input on the oscilla
tors. To the right is the control voltage input £or centre 
frequency control. It also has an inverting attenuator on 
the input voltage. The CENTRE FREQUENCY pot, in the lower 
right-hand co~ner, manually sets the centre frequency and 
offers a range from 30 Hz to 15 KHz. Of course, this can be 
extended with a control voltage. The small "Q" control knob 
determines the 11 Qn or "resonance 11 of the filter. (Watch out 
for this pot beca us·e it is impossible to tell where it is 
set by looking at it.) 

The PROGRA~~ABLE SPECTRAL PROCESSOR is an elaborate set o£ 
filters with a number of different outputs and special func
tions. Perhaps its most obvious function is that of a s.ix
tc:en bar:d 11 gra.p::ic e:J:ualizer". 'l'.he sixteen bands are la
beled in hex (0 through F) at the top and bottom of tbe 
module and the centre freguency of each band is indicated 
atove ?ach slider attonuator. 

5. 5. 1 

Tle signal input jacks, in the centre teneath the sliders, 
offPr the choice of putting a signal into the eight §Y.en 
numr,ered bands, ~1:1. sixteen bands, or the eight QQ.Q banus~ 
(~ate that these are just the even or odd numb8red nands on 
the equalizer and have no correspondence to even or odd har
monics.) The ATTENUATOR OUTPUTS at the top of the module 
also offer "even 11 , "odcl 11 , or "all" signal outputs. i~ith a 
signa 1 ;;Ja tcheJ in to the 11 ALL" signal input and taken out 
throU(Jh the llAl.L 11 attenuator output the module functions 
just as a sixteen band graphic equalizer. Note on the scale 
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for the attenuators that 0 dB is just below the top range of 
the sliders and that a slider at the very top is actually 
givintJ a G JB boost to fre,;uencies in that band. An attenu
ator at the very bottom will completely cut off any signal 
in that fresucncy band. 

The si1nal output jacks directly above each attenuator 
off~r t~e signal }resent within that frequency band. These 
outputs are not affected by the attenuator's positions. The 
CCM3 FI~T3E outputs offer the signals from either all the 
"evPn 11 or all the 11 odd" bands aT1d are also unaffected by the 
ct t t P n ua tors. 

5.5.2 

The control voltage outputs labeled ENVELOPE OUTPOTS are en
velope follower outputs for each frequency ba~d. In other 
words, the voltage from these outputs represents the ~illE!i
t~~~ of the signal Rresent within each band. The switch in 
the upper left-hand corner selects "long 11 or "short 11 envel
ope decay times. These outputs are not affected by the po
sitions of the attenuators. 

5.5.3 

Tte SP~CTRAL PROCESSOR can be voltage controlled in a varie
ty of ways. The results of any co~trol voltage manipulation 
are presented to the PROGRAMMED signal outputs. It is pas
sib le to "S'tJ ec p 11 through the various fr-e·J:u ency Da nds (much 
lh~<? a band?ass filtC?r can ' 1sweep" the fre>fuency spectrum) 
using the pot on the far left·of the PBOGRA3 CONTROL sec
tion. This pot can be voltage controlled through the con
trol voltdge input labeled FREQ.. The small knob beside the 
iLput is an inverting attenuator the same as others on the 
synthesizer. On the right is a ~IDTH control pot which det
er :nin r:s the widths of the sixteen f req uer1c y bands. The la
beling above each attenuator indicates the approximate cen
tre fresuency of each band. Notice that as the bandwidth 
gets VPry narrow "gaps" appear between '~ach band and then 
the banJs disappear completely and no signal is passed. At 
t~e aAX setting each band is so wide as to encompass the en
tire .frequency spectrum and the PREQ control will have no 
effect. This pot can be voltage controlled but it has no 
attenuator on tte control voltage. 
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'!:'he LOCAL :::'JOGiLI\.;·I INPUTS allow individual voltage control 
of the signal level in each fresuency band. ~ith no control 
voltage the signal for that band is cut off. As a control 
voltage inc=eases the signal is gradually unattenuated. 

5. 5. 4 

T~e pair of knobs and switches labeled SPECTRAL BIAS have a 
function often associated ·..ri th a Hvocoderu ci:-cut. Unfortu
natly the labelins on these controls has no relationship to 
their fun::::tion and should be ignored. (They were ori]inally 
int~'>nded ::or a different purpose«) The left switch, when 
up, patches each 11 evenu envelope follower output into its 
neighboring "odd" control voltage input. In effect this 
causes the SPECTRAL PROCESSOR to ~rr.£1.Y~§ the signal present 
at the "even" input and to Ql!£1i£.£te its frequency spectrum 
in the "odd" bands. If the signal presented to the 11 odd11 

input hlls a broad enough fregueilCY spectrum its<~lf the nodd" 
PROG RA MI1ED OUTPUTS will match timbres with the 11 even 11 sig
nal. The right switch performs the same function going from 
"odd 11 to "even". •(NOTE: Despite the £act that this is a 
three position switch, only the top and bottom positions 
have any function.) 

If a microphone signal is the signal being analyzed, a 
harmonically rich signal from an oscillator can be made to 
duplicate vowel sounds in speech. (This is known as a 11vo
coder11 patch.) For this to work best the input signal re
~uires special equalization. This is the purpose o£ the two 
kr1obs. "n'h2n turned to the right th.ey boost the treble range 
of the "even" and "odd" in2ut signals respectively. Since 
they af~ect both the ATTENUATOR and PROGRAMNED outputs they 
should be turn2d down {to the left) unless setting up' a 11 vo
coder" 2atch. 

3e aware that the BANil~IDTH and FREQUENCY controls are 
still in effect when using these switches. For best results 
ir: a "vocoJer" patch, BANDHIDTH should be set fairly narrow 
and FR3QUENCY set to about the same range as the output sig
IIal. 
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T~e panel to the eight of the ENVELOPE FOLL01ERS contains a 
F'='BQUZ:lCY S!!IP~=:.H and a I.iALANC"2D {or ring) [10DULATO::\ Eot"!1 
n::cJuire i~Q input signals; a carrier or SIGNAL input 'and a 
~adulating or R~FE~ENCE signal. Both modules omploy a for~ 
of amplitude modulation to create sidebands which represent 
tte sum of and/or difference between the two input signalts 
fre•JUencies. 

'l'he FREQUE:),C:' S:iiPTER has input jacks for ca.rrier and 
rr?F.ERE~KE signals but it can also generate its own in..i.S£1l£1 
rPferer.cc signiil. Ire the "down" position the SWltch con
nects an internal oscillator for use as the REFERENCE sig
nal. The frequency of this oscillator can be set with the 
centre .i_JOt. It has a range from 0 Hz. to 100 0 Hz.. The 
frequency of this oscillator can be voltage controlled 
through the CO~T30L input with inverting attenuator below 
it. The internal oscillator also has an AC signal input for 
FEEQUENCY ~aDULATION. The pot below the ~OD. input sets the 
modulation index. There are two jacks for the SUM output 
signal and two for t.he DIFFERENCE signal. 

Tte ring or BALANCED modulator, like the freduency shifter, 
resuires a carrier or SIGNAL input as well as a REFERENCE 
input. The BING outputs represent the sum of .£.!!9. difference 
between the two input frequencies. The VARIABLE outputs al
low control of the amplitude of tbc . .REFERENCE signal or 11 mo
dulr~.tion indcx 11 • Wit!.-1 the AI1PLITUDE pot set to 11 0" the car
rier ;:;i9nal will pass unaffected~ As the pot is turned to 
HT~G sidebands are created and the carrier signal is su
pressed. AaPLITUDE can be voltage controlled through the 
CC~TROL input (with inverting attenuator) to the left. 
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6. CONTROL VOLTAGE PROCESSORS 

TLe Buchla has three different devices devoted to control 
voltage processing. These are the INTEGRATOR, the S~MPLE 
AKD HOLD circut 1 dnd the DUAL VOLTAGE PROCESSORS~ 

The IilEEG~A~OR and the SAJPLE AND HOLD modules are located 
at the bottom of the SOURC~ OF UNCERTAI~TY panel. The 
I~TEGRATO} integrates between different voltage levels of a 
"stepred 11 volta.<Je. For example, it can turn a square wave 
control voltage into a triangle wave or change a series of 
stepped random voltages into a gradually fluctuating vol
tage. It could be used to create portamento between diffe
rent keys on the keyboard (but the keyboard can do that it
self). It accepts a voltage input in the top left jack and 
the output is the to2 right jack. The TIME CONSTANT pot 
determines the rate o£ integration from .01 of a second to 
about 10 seconds. This pot can be voltage controlled 
through the input tJ the left of it. 
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The SAJPLE ~ND HOLD·modulc is verv simnle and straight-for
ward. The voltage to be sampled ~oes ln the black CV input 
iL the centre. rhe pulse input in the lower left-hand cor
ner deter~ines th~ sampling times. The output voltage is 
present at the CV OUT jack. The ALT (alternating) control 
voltage out?uts o.Cfer gy~£1. Qthg£ change in output voltage 
ard the pul3e ALT jacks are Q~iQQi JUlses corresponding to 
every other input pulse. 

The DUAL VOLTAGE PROCESSOR module consits of two identical 
control voltage processors. These function some thing like 
the control voltage equivalent of a mixer. They can be used 
in a number of different ways hut the equation indicated on 
the labeling describes what functions they can perform. 
They accept up to four inputs which combine to produce one 
final output voltag~. 

Voltages 11 Va 11 , 11 Vb", and "Vcn can be supplied for pro-
cessing through the control voltage inputs just below their 
position in the equation. The final voltage output is on 
the right and its relative strength is indicated by the LED 
beside it. (Although it is possible to generate negative 
voltages, the LED just remains 11 outH below 0 volts.) 

i\s indicated at the beginning of the ejua tioa, vol ta9e 
11 a 11 i s m u l ti p l i ELl by cor, stan t 11 K" • The v a 1 u e of 11 K 11 is d. e t
ermined by th2 first pot and has a range from -1 to +1. In 
other words this pot can: pass unaffected, attenuate, or in
vert any voltayc present at the 11 Va 11 input. The next pot 
supplies the variable 11 1'1 11 and has a range £rom 0 to 1. 
Since voltage "c" is multiplied by 11 ['11 1 and voltage 11 b 11 is 
multiplieJ by t!-.e corn,tJlirnent of 11 1·1'1 , when "11 11 equals 0 vol
t a 'J ~'> 11 h " is a J a e d t o the out p u t v o l t a g e a n d v o 1 tag e u c 11 is 
ignored. ::::£ 11 t:l 11 equals 1 voltage "c" is added and voltage 
11 1:: 11 is cutoff. Inbetween those two values a mix of both 
voltages is passed to the final outpuL The value of "i'l'' 
can be voltage controlled through the jack between the 11 Vbn 
ar.cl "Vc" in2uts. 

'!'he final not adds an 11 of£set 1 ' voltage between 0 and +14 
vo.its to U1·2 ·final output. This "offset" 1-fill generate a 
voltag·~ without any other voltage inputs. The 11 +.5 11 switch 
generates a 6 volt voltage to be used a .s voltage 11 b'' if no 
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